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A Community Sharing World   
 

 2245 SB 

 There is a Great Reset coming – but it’s not the one the WEF are planning!  

1 The automatic consequence of people sharing is the coming 
together of people.  Where there is a need to share or a desire 
to share – whatever it is - people automatically connect with 
each other to make sharing happen. 
  

 

 Take for example this story from Australia.  It’s about people 
sharing cars.  Now we’re all familiar with the idea of sharing lifts 
to work – but that is NOT this.  Here, the sharing of cars means 
sharing time-usage of those cars rather than sharing lifts. This 
version of Car Share is a bit like holiday-home time-share, but 
without the fixed time slots.     
 

 

2 I was interested to come upon this article on the subject from Sky News Aus 
– The car Next Door.  It describes an initiative caching on down under.   
 
The CEO explains that there are millions of cars produced – sold – then 
bought by people to simply sit on the drive – as a wasting asset for a 
staggering 96% of the car’s life.  Taking account of the resource cost alone – 
based on a habit which us 20th century people have grown up with – it makes 
no logical sense.  And particularly so now – in 2022 – with costs of all things 
rising so quickly and stretching monthly domestic budgets.  
 

3 So how does the scheme work?   
A car owner places their car into a Car Next Door scheme.  People joining the 
scheme in the near vicinity are then able to time-share the car when it’s 
available.  The car owner, in return, receives an income based on the time-
share usage by people in their local community.   
 
It could hardly be more sensible or simple.  But there are the obvious 
negatives – two being: 

1. Giving up exclusivity if you are the car-owner 
2. Not having a car outside your door 24/7 – if you were a car-owner 

 
Given the way the scheme is catching on in Australia – and now promoted in 
a partnership arrangement with Uber – the idea is gaining interest and waves 
of participants.  Uber are excited about the whole revolution taking place 
with respect to our personal transportation.   
 
Uber sees a future containing a wide mix of solutions – including on-hire 
scooters and bicycles – Uber lifts – Ride Shares and now Car Shares.   
 

https://www.skynews.com.au/business/tech-and-innovation/future-of-transport-has-arrived-car-next-door-ceo-discusses-platform/video/dbd688745b4c8e756ee9dc1580be6b92
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4 I personally cannot understand why Segways have been excluded by 
government to date.  Their high price tag hasn’t helped them catch on either! 
But despite breaking my elbow on one – I love Segways and believe they – 
or a derivative thereof - have a part to play in our personal transportation!   
 
PS - I know now it’s safer to avoid taking photos with only one hand on the 
thing - while still only a novice!    
 

5 Back to it. 
Having looked at the two most obvious negatives to such a Car-Share 
scheme – let’s now look at some of the positives – which is the exciting bit. 
 

1. No capital investment needed for the non-owning user 
2. A new source of income for the car-owner 
3. No unexpected shocks with repair bills 
4. No repair bills - period 
5. Access to a car in good working order 
6. No hassle dealing with the purchase and sale of an expensive asset 

 
From an environmental viewpoint, we have these positives to consider: 

1. Reduced number of cars need to be produced – saving resources 
2. Fewer unsightly cars parked in huge lots waiting to be sold 
3. Fewer cars on residential streets where off-road parking isn’t possible  

 
Then there are the non-tangible positives. 
One user – talking about the scheme – says that he has spoken to more 
people in the last month, than in the year before he entered his car in the 
scheme.  The sense of community based around this car-share scheme has 
really taken off.  Bringing people together to talk about Car Share allows 
people an opportunity to talk with neighbours about a world of other things. 
  

6 But the scheme is unlikely to suit everyone.   
Some people would not dream of sharing their car – maybe their expensive 
prize possession – with anyone let alone a nice friendly and careful 
neighbour.  Others would want to have the assurance that they could get in 
THEIR car at any time of day - or week - and just drive.  They would not give 
up the flexibility of having THEIR car parked right outside their own front door 
- 24/7 – waiting for them. 
 
That said, there is perhaps a halfway house for these people.  Maybe the 
scheme will attract those who instead of owning TWO cars – parked on their 
drive for 96% of their time – only have ONE.  If at any time they need a 
second – then they could use the Car Next Door. 
    

7 Of all people – the WEF, headed by Klaus Schwab – tells how people in the 
not-so-distant future will own nothing and be happy.  He is suggesting that 
we will all rent what we need – and he means everything!   
His WEF buddies, it seems, plan to own our everything that we own now.   
This WEF plan is part of its scheme called The Great Reset and Rowan Dean 
at Sky News Aus exposes it very well. 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zMok4PQQWmU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NcAO4-o_4Ug
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NcAO4-o_4Ug
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The WEF has some interesting ideas – but since those ideas are THEIR ideas 
and the WEF hasn’t included people’s input at any level – my own view is 
that the world needs a Reset of a different kind – and one led by the People!   
This is a subject – the WEF – I’ll leave for another day and a very deep dive.   
 
But, that said, this Car Share scheme – involving renting a car when we need 
one - has intelligence and legs! 
 

8 A slight change in direction but sticking with the concept of sharing. 
Who has heard of StreetBank? 
 
Well, it’s a sharing platform and this is what Streetbank say in their intro. 

Streetbank is here to help you do three things: 
 
1.  Give things away – find a grateful neighbour for stuff you no longer need 
2.  Share things – like ladders and drills, which go unused much of the time 
3.  Share skills – like DIY and gardening, neighbours might need help with 
 
It all started in 2010, after Sam had a good experience of sharing with his next-
door neighbours. 
 
They had been lending stuff to him – small stuff mainly (like a cup of sugar), but 
it got bigger (like a ladder) and in time he found he’d actually made friends with 
them.  They even took the fence between their gardens down and they did all 
the gardening. 
 
Watch the Streetbank story 
 
Over the years, Streetbank has grown to be one of the biggest neighbourhood 
sharing websites in the world, rated by the Times as one of the 50 websites you 
can’t live without.  
 
Every day, people across the world are using the site to share stuff.  From the 
weird and wonderful, to the practical and useful – but everything that’s shared 
is valuable in some way, to somebody! 
 
This initiative is hardly new.  But it is exceptionally powerful and maybe the 
time has now arrived when sharing really takes off in our local communities.  
I’ve a sense that the well-being of all of us – in communities everywhere – is 
on the verge of being enriched – recharged even – in its own Great Reset.  
It could be the Great Reset which humankind has been waiting for. 
I do hope so – do you?! 
 

 CONNECT’S Maxim and Oath 
Connect is only interested in finding and sharing the TRUTH. 

In search of that TRUTH, we only pose questions – we have no answers. 
 

 By: David Charles 

 Source: CONNECT: Magazine 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZXdPTrLqqUc
https://www.connect-m3.com/magazine
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2 LINK ‘Future of transport has arrived’: Car Next Door CEO tells more 

4 LINK How to ride a Segway – with two hands! 

7 LINK ‘You will own nothing, and you will be happy’: Warnings of ‘Orwellian’ 
Great Rese 

8 LINK A Streetbank Story 2015 

 FURTHER READING 

 LINK What happened to Segway? 

 LINK 10 Most Amazing – personal transport - Vehicles 

 LINK Peter Kay’s version of Car Share -Lift Share by another name 
This one is X-rated! 
 

 PLEASE DOWNLOAD AND SHARE THIS ARTICLE 

 

 
 Opportunity to join the CONNECT team and network 

 END 

 

https://www.skynews.com.au/business/tech-and-innovation/future-of-transport-has-arrived-car-next-door-ceo-discusses-platform/video/dbd688745b4c8e756ee9dc1580be6b92
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zMok4PQQWmU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NcAO4-o_4Ug
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZXdPTrLqqUc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QNdZV_NSMVc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P5FvarVt3us
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5u4hAxi5b6o
https://www.tetburyconnect-m3.com/connect-m3

